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Dear Fellow Shareholder,
Thank you for choosing Value Line Funds as a part of your diversified investment
portfolio. For over half a century, Value Line Funds has championed sound
investment principles and helped thousands of investors accomplish their
financial goals with our actively managed family of mutual funds.
Mitchell Appel
President
Value Line Funds

We hope you enjoy this edition of the VLFAlert and thank you for your
continued support.

Key Advantages of Focused Funds
More than a year ago, Value Line Funds re-tooled two of its mutual funds into focused funds—
the Value Line Larger Companies Focused Fund and Value Line Mid Cap Focused Fund—to
offer today’s investors the opportunity to invest in the power of our “best ideas” strategies.
Below are some key advantages of focused funds that you might want to consider as you
seek to enhance your investment portfolio.

Focused funds may outperform over the long
term. For long-term investors, perseverance can
pay off. Focused portfolios have outperformed
their more broadly diversified counterparts by
approximately 4% on an annualized basis.1
Focused fund managers offer access to their
best ideas. If a fund owns larger stakes in fewer
companies, the fund manager is more likely to be
familiar with the companies’ managements and
their strategies, goals and objectives. If a fund
has 200 stocks, it is virtually impossible for the
fund’s manager to know all of the companies as
well. As Cindy Starke, portfolio manager of the
Value Line Larger Companies Focused Fund, put
it, “Why would any investor want a fund manager
to give you his 74th or 174th best idea when he
can give his 7th or 17th best? I’ve always liked
Warren Buffett’s opinion that with your 20 best
investments, you have the potential to do really
well. Sometimes, less really is more.”
Focused funds may offer the same level of
risk and diversification as larger portfolios.
A portfolio of between 15 and 20 stocks can

reduce unsystematic risk, or risk that is unique
to a particular holding, by 90%, with nearly all
stock-specific risk eliminated after 20 stocks.2
And yet, according to independent investment
researcher Morningstar, the average stock fund has
172 holdings.3 Stephen Grant, portfolio manager
of the Value Line Mid Cap Focused Fund, stated
it as, “Diversification doesn’t guarantee safety.
In a market today where stock selection is more
important than ever, we believe it makes more
sense than ever to concentrate one’s research
time and resources to dig deeper into a company’s
business and the quality of its finances and
management.”

Value Line Funds’ Automatic Investing Plan
Looking for an easy and convenient way to invest
with Value Line Funds? Consider enrolling in the
Valu-Matic® Investment Program. For as little as
$25 per month you can purchase shares of any
Value Line Fund and the money is automatically
deducted from your checking account. Please call
800.243.2729 for more information.

(continued on back)

Focused funds tend to feature lower turnover
rates. Focused fund managers tend to own stocks
for longer periods than their more traditional peers
given the research that has gone into each individual
holding. This low turnover may reduce volatility,
improve tax-efficiency and decrease trading costs.
Focused fund returns tend to be driven by
managers’ top selections. Historically, the top
stock selections in a portfolio have outperformed their
benchmarks by 4% to 10% per year.4
A “best ideas” portfolio is likely to have a lower
correlation to a more diversified fund. A focused
portfolio is likely to have a lower correlation to a
broad-based equity portfolio or an index fund that
tracks the overall market. This lower correlation makes
a focused fund an ideal candidate as a complement to
core equity portfolios.
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The Benefits of a
Focused Approach

Since Value Line Funds launched its first mutual fund in 1950, the investment industry has evolved
considerably. To meet the needs of today’s investor, the fund family line-up has retooled in recent years,
including re-branding two equity funds as concentrated portfolios of 30-50 positions.
In this paper, we highlight research demonstrating the benefits of the focused approach provided by
concentrated funds. We examine the differentiating features of concentrated portfolios, their lower
correlation compared to the overall market and their role in a diversified portfolio as a complement to a
broad-based equity portfolio.

A “BEST IDEAS” PORTFOLIO
A concentrated equity portfolio is distinct from other
mutual funds in that it is generally focused on a
portfolio manager’s “best ideas.” The following outlines
the significant differences that result from holding fewer
stock positions.

Limited Number of Holdings by Design
In a concentrated fund, portfolio managers intentionally
limit the number of holdings. Focused funds generally
hold less than 50 stocks, resulting in each holding
carrying more weight compared to funds that hold
many more positions, i.e. 100 to 200. For example,
in an equally weighted portfolio, composition may be
as follows:
• A concentrated fund with 50 stocks allocates 2%
to each position.
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• A fund with 200 stocks allocates 0.5% to
each position.
More often, in funds that hold a larger number of
holdings, managers maintain a higher weighting in stocks
they believe have the most potential and then add smaller
positions. These positions are minute for any number
of reasons, i.e., they may be less desirable, have less

growth potential or may be an emerging opportunity.
Nevertheless, rather than contributing to alpha, these
small stock positions can act as a distraction to a manager
and dilute performance. In “Best Ideas,” researchers
Randolph B. Cohen, Christopher Polk, and Bernhard
Silli describe these portfolios that hold numerous stocks
as containing a “few core high conviction positions –
the best ideas – and then a large number of additional
positions which may have less expected excess return but
which serve to ‘round out’ the portfolio.”1

Concentrated yet Diversified
In “rounding out” the portfolio, it has been assumed
that only a fund with a larger number of holdings can be
fully diversified and, therefore, less volatile. Yet research
shows diversification can also be obtained with a much
smaller number of stocks. Finance textbook Investment
Analysis & Portfolio Management highlighted the
classic 1968 findings of John Evans and Stephen
Archer along with Thomas Tole’s 1982 research which
demonstrated that “90 percent of the maximum benefit
of diversification [was] derived from portfolios of 12 to
18 stocks.” Further, as the number of holdings increased
to approximately 20, a gradual reduction in portfolio
risk occurs.

1. Cohen, Randolph B. and Polk, Christopher and Silli, Bernhard. “Best Ideas,” March 15, 2010. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1364827.
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Value Line Funds Include:
Equity Funds
Premier Growth Fund

Value Line Mid Cap Focused
Fund

Larger Companies Focused Fund Small Cap Opportunities Fund

Hybrid Funds
Asset Allocation Fund

Income and Growth Fund

Worthington Value Line Dynamic Opportunity Fund

Alternative Funds
Defensive Strategies Fund

Fixed Income Funds
Tax Exempt Fund

Core Bond Fund

Of course, there are risks with owning focused funds, and therefore, investors of
focused funds should have a great deal of conviction in the fund’s manager. Even
more so than with a broadly diversified fund, it becomes essential that focused
fund managers have long track records and strict investment criteria. Value Line
Funds has been helping to secure the financial future of investors for more than
60 years—based on solid fundamentals, sound investment principles and the
power of disciplined and rigorous analytics.

For more information, call 800.243.2729 or visit www.vlfunds.com.
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results. You should carefully consider investment objectives, risks,
charges and expenses of Value Line Mutual Funds before investing. This and other information can be found in the
fund’s prospectus, which can be obtained from your investment representative or by calling 800.243.2729. Please
read it carefully before you invest or send money.
There are risks associated with investing in small and mid cap stocks, which tend to be more volatile and less liquid than stocks of
large companies, including the risk of price fluctuations.
The inception dates of Value Line Mutual Funds range from 1950 to 2016. Value Line Mutual Funds are distributed by EULAV
Securities LLC. Value Line and Value Line Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Value Line Inc. and/or its affiliates in
the United States and other countries. Used by permission.

